4W - Michael, PA5M (4W6AAB) will return to Timor Leste for about one month to finish the job for the United Nations World Food Programme. He will arrive on 14 July and will be active when time allows. Updates, logs and pictures will be available at http://www.4w.pa7fm.nl/. QSL via PA7FM. [TNX PA7FM]

5A - The 5A7A DXpedition to Libya [425DXN 777] is now scheduled to take place on 15-29 November. Willy, HB9AHL has had to drop out of the team, which is now looking for another experienced DX and contest operator. Applications can be sent to 5a7a@gmx.de. The web site for the expedition is at http://5a7a.gmxhome.de [TNX DJ7IK]

BY - Vange, BD7KLO will operate on 10-40 metres SSB and RTTY from five IOTA groups between mid July and mid August:
   15-20 July    BD7KLO/7  Hainan Island       AS-094
   21-25 July    BD7KLO/7  Shangchuan Island  AS-131
   27-30 July    BD7KLO/7  Sanmen Island      AS-129
   05-09 August  BD7KLO/5  Dongtou Island     AS-141
   13-17 August  BD7KLO/5  Shengshan Island   AS-137
QSL direct to homecall. [TNX www.rsgbiota.org]

CE - Dan, XQ4CW and Marco, CE6TBN will operate SSB and CW as CE5S from Santa Maria Island (SA-070, DICE ICE-502) on 27-31 July, IOTA Contest included. QSL via HA1AG. The web page for the operation can be found at www.qsl.net/ce6tbn [TNX www.islandchaser.com]

CT - A group of Portuguese operators (CT1END, CT1EGW, CT1EEQ, CT1DIZ, CT1DRB, CT1EGH, CT1EDX and possibly others) will participate in the IOTA Contest as CT6B from Bugio Island (EU-040). QSL via CS1GDX. Before the contest, starting on 27 July, they will operate as homecall/p on 10-80 metres CW, SSB, RTTY and PSK31. A web page will be available at http://ahrap.no.sapo.pt [TNX CT1END]

EA - Thanks to the national society agreeing to this approach as a change from the usual participation from the EA4URE headquarters station in Madrid, Spain will be represented in this year’s IARU HF World Championship by a group of operators in the 5th call area, under the call EA5HQ. Full details (in Spanish) can be found at http://cq.uv.es/ea5hq/ [TNX EA5ON]

FM - Sido, F4CKP will operate RTTY and SSB on 80-10 metres from Martinique (NA-107) until the end of August. QSL via home call, direct or bureau. [TNX F5CVI]

FW - Toshi, JA8BMK will be active as FW8AA (Wallis & Futuna) on 15-24 July. He plans to operate on 10, 12, 15, 17 and 20 metres CW and SSB. Before going to FW, on 13-14 July, he will be QRV as 3D2WW from Fiji. QSLs via JA8UWT, direct or bureau. [TNX The Daily DX]

GM - GM3TTC/p is travelling in the Western Isles (EU-010) until 13 July.
He will be on about 12 different islands from Vatersay in the south and ending up on Lewis before returning to the mainland. He operates on 80 and 20 metres SSB only. QSL via G3TTC. [TNX G4JFS]

**HL**
- HLOHQ will represent KARL (the Korean Amateur Radio League) in the IARU HF World Championship. Eight to ten stations will operate simultaneously on 10-160 metres CW and SSB from various locations. All of the QSOs will be confirmed automatically via the bureau. [TNX HL1VAU]

**I**
- Matteo, IZ3HER will operate in 20 and 40 metres as IZ3HER/P from Buel del Lovo (EU-131, IIA VE-008) on 8 July, starting around 8 UTC. [TNX IZ3EBA]

**ISO**
- Luciano, IW2OEV will be active as as IM0/IW2OEV from Sant'Antioco Island (EU-024, IIA CI-010) on 15-20 July. QSL via bureau. [TNX IZ3EBA]

**JA**
- Special event station 8J3SEA will be aired between 15 July and 15 September for the 34th SEANET Convention that will be held in Osaka on 14-17 September. QSL via the JARL bureau. Full information on the convention can be found at [http://www.qsl.net/seanet2006/](http://www.qsl.net/seanet2006/) [TNX VA3RJ]

**PY**
- Special event station PP5WRTC will be active until 9 July from Santa Catarina Island (SA-026) for WRTC 2006. QSL via PP5VB. [TNX VA3RJ]

**PY**
- Look for ZW2FEN to be active during Fernarcom 2006, the National Fair of Amateur Radio and Communications to be held at Indaiatuba, Brazil on 14-16 July. QSL via PY2QI. [TNX OPDX Bulletin]

**T8**
- Hide/JM1LJS (T80W, [http://radio-dream.com/t80w/](http://radio-dream.com/t80w/)), Taka/JO2JDJ (T88DJ) and Ryo/JG3DOR (T88OR) will be active from Palau on 14-18 July. They will operate CW and SSB on 6-40 metres. QSL via home calls. [TNX JM1LJS]

**UA**
- Nick, RA1QQ plans to operate from an island in the EU-162 IOTA group on 8-15 July. QSL via RA1QQ (Nick A. Smerdov, P.O. Box 24, Cherepovets 162611, Russia). [TNX RA1QY]

---

**IARU HF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP --->** The following IARU Member Society HQ stations are expected to participate in this year's event (8-9 July):

- **4H1Q** Philippines PARA IU2HQ Italy ARI
- **4L0HQ** Georgia NARG IU4HQ Italy ARI
- **4X4ARC** Israel IARC IU9HQ Italy ARI
- **5C8A** Morocco ARRAM LN2HQ Norway NRRL
- **8N1HQ** Japan JARL LR4D Argentina RCA
- **8N2HQ** Japan JARL NU1AW/B USA IARU
- **8N3HQ** Japan JARL OE1A Austria OEVSV
- **8N4HQ** Japan JARL OH2HQ Finland SRAL
- **8N7HQ** Japan JARL OL4HQ Czech Republic CRC
- **8N8HQ** Japan JARL OM6HQ Slovak Republic SARA
- **9K9HQ** Kuwait KARS OP0HQ Belgium UBA
- **AT6HQ** India ARSI P40HQ Aruba AARC
- **B1HQ** China CRSR PA6HQ The Netherlands VERON
- **B3HQ** China CRSR PJ2HQ Curacao VERONA
- **B4HQ** China CRSR S56X Singapore SARTS
- **B7HQ** China CRSR SP0HQ Poland PZK
- **BV0HQ** Taiwan CTARL T70HQ San Marino ARRSM
- **C91HQ** Mozambique LREM T90HQ Bosnia-Hercegovina ARABH
- **DA0HQ** Germany DARC TM0HQ France REF
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425 DX NEWS MAGAZINE ---> The latest issue (June 2006) is now available at http://www.425dxn.org/monthly/. Articles and pictures should be sent to Nicola Baldresca, IZ3EBA (iz3eba@ari.it).

IOTA CONTEST LOGGER ---> The 14th IOTA Contest takes place on 29-30 July. SDI by Paul O’Kane, EI5DI is the only contest logger dedicated to this event, it offers many unique features and it is recommended for single-operator entrants. SDI runs on any Windows PC, and is free from www.ei5di.com (should you have any problems, just ask sd-user@contesting.com).

PIRATES ---> Emanuela, IZ2ELV reports he is receiving cards for ST/IZ2ELV (a pirate) and TT1ENI (ditto). Save your time and money; she is the QSL manager only for her own operations as 8Q7LY (2002).

WRTC 2006 MONITORING SYSTEM ---> You can watch the 2006 Amateur Radio Olympics live at your computer – just click www.hagasoft.com! The Contest Club Finland (CCF) team are in Brazil to run the system. Each of the 47 competing teams will release their scores at hourly intervals and the ranking will appear on your computer screen along with historical data. The referees at each station use a Nokia sponsored 6301i cell phone and its text messaging (SMS) function to get the scores to a dedicated server. From the server the scores then get processed and transferred to another SQL Server located in California, USA.

Adding to the Scoreboard, another technology house (Elisa Communications of Finland) with their team at OH2AQ has moved in to provide you with continued access to all WRTC-related DX Summit spots on a specific Web site: http://oh2aq.kolumbus.com/dxs/wrtc.html

Several prizes are available to IARU HF World Championship participants who send a Cabrillo log to logs@wrtc2006.com or iaruhf@iaru.org within 6 hours after the contest. For the details see WRTC Press Release 054/06 at...
YU6AO ---> The Daily DX reports that "it is now been confirmed that the station producing highest number of Montenegrin QSOs with the callsign YU6AO is actually a VHF only license and has been operated by several Serbian hams. Upgrading of the license to HF privileges is pending and suggests that QSOs made up to that point will be very questionable for DXCC purposes".

---

*** 4 2 5 D X N E W S ***
*** NEWS FROM THE WEB ***
---

Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH
Direttore Responsabile I2VGW

---

600N: A video and photo gallery of the 600N expedition to Somalia can be found at [http://www.i2ysb.com/600n/photopage.htm] [TNX IK2CIO]

TOP LISTS: The latest Topband, Topmode and Toplist listings are now available at [http://www.425dxn.org/awards/toplist/index.html]. Please send your scores, as well as any request for further information, to Erminio Pandocchi, I2EOW (i2eow@ari.it)

/EX

---
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Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH
Direttore Responsabile I2VGW
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CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER
3Z0BLY SP2PMW C91TL WW5L SV0LR HB9LDR
3Z0ZOSP SP9PSJ CO2JD AD4Z SX6BJW SV1BJW
3Z20ZJP SP6ZJP CO6WD W0SA TC150HP TA2RX
4K9W DL6KVA CT1HZE DL8HCZ TK5XN F2YT
4L0ABC K3PD DP3D DK3KD TM0GP F5KCH
4L1FP LZ1OT E51USA E51CG TM1PVV F6KKN
4L8A DJ1CW EJ8HT EJ8HT TM7RDI F1MRO
4N150JA 4N1JA EK3SA DJ1CW TM9SOM F1SQH
4N500Z 4N7ZZ EK6TA DJ0MCZ UE1AAA/p UA1ANA
402NT YZ1AA EK8SK SP9ERV UE1ABC/p RK1AM
407WWYC YT7AW FR5IZ/E FR5IZ UE1NEW RN1NU
4X4BL WA2KNC GB150VC G4DFI UE1NLH RN1NU
5F50IG  EA7FTR  GB4HAA  G0VIX  UE1NLO  RN1NA
5F50KD  EA7FTR  GB90SOM  GI4FUE  UE1RLH/1  RA1QY
5F50MC  EA7FTR  GM3TT/P  G3TTC  UE1RLH/2  RA1QY
5F50NK  EA7FTR  GM3USR/P  G3USR  UE1RRR  UA1RJ
5F50PA  EA7FTR  HC7AE  EA7FTR  UE3QMP  UA3QUO
5F50PG  EA7FTR  HC8N  W5UE  UE3RGU  RK3FWC
5F50SG  EA7FTR  HF40BRP  SP9BRP  UE3QMP  RN0SA
5F50YZ  EA7FTR  HI9CF  DL4NCF  V21N  G4DFI
5H9KR  KF9TC  HQ3C  HR2RCH  V25V  G4DFI
5R8FL  G3SWH  HR1AAB  EA7FTR  V44KAI  K2SB
5R8GZ  G3SWH  HS0ZGH  G4UZN  V47KV  W6JKV
5T5SN  IZ1BZV  IG9Z  IZ8GBH  V73KN  JK1QLR
5Z4BU  UA4WHX  IM0/ISOJMA  IS0JMA  V73WJ  G4OHX
5Z4DZ  PA1AW  IZ3HER/P  IK3GES  VC2X  VE3IKV
6W8CK  DH7WW  J88DR  G3TBK  VF2X  VE3IKV
721SJ  EA7FTR  JW/SM3TLG  SM3TLG  VG2ZO/VX9  VA2ZO
8Q7GE  SV2BFN  JW0HZ  SQ5TA  VP2MDD  M0AEP
8S2006EAC  SK6GO  K7A  W7RN  VP5/W5SJ  W5FO
9A650C  9A7K  LU2AIB  LU4DXU  WH0DX  JM1LJS
9G5UR  UY5Z2  LU4DX  EA5KB  XE1IPN  XE1CL
9H3UX  GM4MOX  LU8XW  WD9EWK  XE2OR  W5OZI
9H9KFC  K6HFA  LY/4X4FC/LH  LY1CM  Y19KB  SP1KB
9J2BO  G3TEV  OH6AW/5  OH6AD  YJ0IR  W3HNC
9K2PL  EA5KB  ON12FORTS  ON5VQ  YP1900D  YO5BKI
A61M  A61AV  OP2A  ON5CD  YT150CS  YT1CS
A7/GO1MT  NM7H  OQ1C  ON4ON  YT6ML  DL3ML
A92C  A92GR  PI25ETL  PI4ETL  YU150SB  YU1SB
C56W  DK2WV  PJ7TM  K2GSJ  YW9AJ  YV5AJ
C91CF  K5LBV  R6B  RZ6APF  Z22JE  K3PD
C91EE  NE5EE  RK31WT/1  RV3IB  Z38C  HA1RS
C91JR  N4PJ  SN130OS  SP9KJM  Z38R  HA1RS
C91TK  NQ7R  SN190ZS  SP9GFI  ZM8CW  ZL1AMO

*** 4 2 5  D X  N E W S ***
*******  ADDRESSES  *******
Editted by I1JQJ & IK1ADH
Direttore Responsabile  I2VGW

DL3ML  Reinhard Bollmann, Am Wildpfad 19, D-53797 Lohmar, Germany
E51CG  Victor Rivera, P.O. Box 618, Rarotonga, Cook Islands, via New Zealand
I2VGW  Hubert Clark, 545 West Vassar Avenue, Fresno, CA 93705, USA
RA1QY  Alexey M. Morozov, P.O. Box 24, Cherepovets 162611, Russia
UY5Z2  Vladimir Latyshenko, P.O. Box 4850, Zaporozhye, 69118, Ukraine
YT6T  Djurica Maletin, Zgrada PKB, Zelenika 85346, Herceg Novi, Montenegro
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